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Silent Killers: Submarines and Underwater Warfare
by James P. Delgado. Osprey, 2011
Dive into the history of submarines with maritime archaeologist and writer James P. Delgado of the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration. He traces the evolution of these undersea vehicles from their humble wooden ancestors to modern submersibles built for deep-sea exploration.
EXCERPT

On supporting science journalism
If you're enjoying this article, consider supporting our award-winning journalism by subscribing. By purchasing a subscription you are helping to ensure the future of impactful stories about the discoveries and ideas shaping our world today.

A First-Rate Madness: Uncovering the Links between Leadership and Mental Illness
by Nassir Ghaemi. Penguin Press, 2011
Some kinds of insanity can produce better leadership during times of crisis. So contends Nassir Ghaemi, director of the Mood Disorder Clinic at Tufts Medical Center, who surveys the careers and psyches of history’s great leaders. Below he describes the demons that plagued Winston Churchill.
“Other prominent British statesmen had failed to fill the role that Churchill rode to glory. Churchill alone emerged as the great leader, the wartime genius, the deliverer of democracy. And although some acknowledge that he had mental problems, few appreciate the relevance of those problems to his prodigious leadership abilities. I believe that Churchill’s severe recurrent depressive episodes heightened his ability to realistically assess the threat that Germany posed.
“One might suppose that such a great man would have to be especially whole, healthy and fit in mind and body, full of mental and spiritual capabilities that escape average men. But Churchill belied this notion. In fact, he was quite ill, and his story, if belonging to a middle-class American living in the twenty-first century, would seem a sad but typical tale of mental illness....
“When he was not depressed, Churchill’s moods shifted frequently. He was never ‘himself,’ because his ‘self’ kept changing.... Said his military chief of staff General Ismay, ‘He is a mass of contradictions. He’s either on the crest of the wave, or in the trough: either highly laudatory, or bitterly condemnatory: either in an angelic temper, or a hell of a rage....’
“These observations suggest that when he wasn’t depressed Churchill probably had cyclothymic personality: he was high in energy, highly sociable and extraverted, rapid in his thoughts and actions, and somewhat impulsive.... He was incredibly productive, not only serving as minister or prime minister for decades, but writing forty-three books in seventy-two volumes (not to mention an immense body of correspondence).... His mind never stopped; he was always thinking, always plotting and planning, whether or not he had reason to do so.... These hyperthymic personal-ity traits are, clinically and biologically, mild versions of mania. They would alternate with milder periods of depressive mood and energy and activity and, not infrequently, with severe depressive episodes that would last months or longer.”




Kate Wong is an award-winning science writer and senior editor at Scientific American focused on evolution, ecology, anthropology, archaeology, paleontology and animal behavior. She is fascinated by human origins, which she has covered for more than 25 years. Recently she has become obsessed with birds. Her reporting has taken her to caves in France and Croatia that Neandertals once called home, to the shores of Kenya's Lake Turkana in search of the oldest stone tools in the world, to Madagascar on an expedition to unearth ancient mammals and dinosaurs, to the icy waters of Antarctica, where humpback whales feast on krill, and on a "Big Day" race around the state of Connecticut to find as many bird species as possible in 24 hours. Kate is co-author, with Donald Johanson, of Lucy's Legacy: The Quest for Human Origins. She holds a bachelor of science degree in biological anthropology and zoology from the University of Michigan. Follow Wong on X (formerly Twitter) @katewong
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